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Abstract— With the ever-increasing demands of comput-
ing, post-CMOS technologies are sought after. Field-coupled
Nanocomputing (FCN), which relies on physical field repulsion,
is a class of technologies for energy-efficient computing. While
the physical design for Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA)
has been researched for more than 20 years, the method-
ologies for its promising successor, namely Silicon Dangling
Bonds (SiDBs), have yet to catch up. To prevent reinventing the
wheel and utilizing the 20 years of development in QCA, this
paper presents a methodology to create SiDB designs based on
existing QCA design approaches by a 45° rotation, implemented
as a remapping algorithm. The presented approach enables the
direct translation of QCA layouts to SiDB ones with minimal
overhead and allows to tap knowledge from decades of research.

I. INTRODUCTION

While the need for computing power is growing rapidly,
Moore’s Law [1] is reaching its limits. and it is predicted
that the information and telecommunications sector could
reach 51% of global electricity consumption and 23% of
global greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 [2]. Field-coupled
Nanocomputing (FCN) performs computations without the
flow of electric current but through the repulsion of physical
fields, making it a possible candidate for the future of green
computing at the nanoscale. Much of its success depends
on the creation of efficient chip designs that determine the
scalability and throughput of the computations that can be
performed.

The most extensively researched FCN approach is
Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA) [3], which was con-
ceptualized in 1993. Due to peculiar constraints imposed by
the technology, conventional physical design methodologies
are not applicable to the FCN domain. Instead, a variety of
different approaches based on heuristics [4], SMT solvers [5],
and hand-crafted methods [6] have been proposed by the
design automation community in the last decades.

Recently, FCN gained another boost of momentum
with the experimental demonstration of a working
nanoscale OR gate [7] implemented using Silicon
Dangling Bonds (SiDBs) [8] on a hydrogen-passivated
silicon surface [9], [10]. These SiDBs present another
magnitude of scaling improvements compared to, e. g.,
molecular QCA implementations [11], while offering
greater flexibility in their application [7]. Along with recent
fabrication accomplishments [8], [10], [12], this led to
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multi-million dollar investments into research enterprises
such as Quantum Silicon Inc.

Accordingly, the question is raised again how to efficiently
design SiDB layouts, as the plus-shaped QCA gates cannot
be exchanged with the Y-shaped SiDB gates due to a size
mismatch. A recent approach to automatically generate SiDB
circuit layouts from specifications proposed hexagonal tiles
for the placement of gates and presented results for small
logic networks using an SMT solver [13].

Although these findings represent a significant advance-
ment in comprehending SiDB design automation, they also
prompt the inquiry of whether additional research spanning
several decades may be necessary until efficient and ap-
plicable design automation solutions for a promising FCN
technology are available.

In this work, we show that we can avoid this “reinvention
of the wheel”, by introducing a methodology that adapts
findings from QCA algorithms to the SiDB domain with
the simple application of a “45° turn”. More precisely, to
attain equivalent SiDB gate-level layouts, a transformation
is employed to convert the Cartesian grids utilized as the
foundation of QCA layouts into hexagonal ones as proposed
by [13], thus obviating the need for multiple decades of
research in the quest for a scalable SiDB physical design
algorithm by directly transferring previous and future QCA
findings.

Overall, the methodology proposed in this work enables
the following contributions:

1) The translation of previous and future QCA layouts to
SiDB ones without overhead,

2) the utilization of previously unsupported gate types in
QCA physical design methods with the goal of map-
ping them to SiDB where they are natively supported
as elementary tiles, and

3) for the first time, the realization of SiDB layouts with
thousands of gates.

Through the avoidance of laborious efforts required to
devise novel design techniques for SiDBs, researchers may
concentrate their efforts on enhancing current solutions,
thereby facilitating the realization of FCN as a viable post-
CMOS technology.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II reviews technical background on selected FCN
technologies. Section III reviews state-of-the-art design au-
tomation methods for QCA and SiDB. To close the gap
between the design of two technologies, a physical design
algorithm is proposed in Section IV, which is then experi-
mentally evaluated based on common benchmark functions
in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
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(a) Polarization states
of individual cells.

(b) Wire segment.

(c) Majority gate.

Fig. 1: Elementary QCA cells and compound structures.

II. BACKGROUND

FCN is a promising class of post-CMOS technologies that
address the ever-increasing need for computing power and
environmental concerns by providing circuits that operate
at the nanoscale without the flow of electrical current [14].
This section covers their preliminaries that are required for
the comprehension of the remainder of this manuscript.
First, Section II-A is concerned with QCA, arguably the
most intensively researched FCN technology. Afterward, Sec-
tion II-B presents an overview of the more recent fabrication
breakthroughs achieved with SiDBs.

A. Quantum-dot Cellular Automata

The elementary device in the QCA technology is called a
cell. In its role, it is comparable with the transistor in con-
ventional electronics. While individual cells can hold a single
bit of information in the form of a charge state, multiple cells
can be combined to form structures that compute any Boolean
function. Thus, QCA (and other FCN technologies) provide
logic-in-memory functionality.

A QCA cell possesses four quantum dots grouped together
in a square frame on a substrate, as shown in Figure 1a.
Polarization in the form of electron configurations can en-
code the binary values 0 and 1 based on the position of
these charges. Electrical fields exerted by the polarization
of cells influence those placed in proximity and cause their
polarization to align accordingly. Thus, information can be
propagated and computation conducted. In the simplest case,
a line of adjacent QCA cells yields a binary wire segment as
depicted in Figure 1b. By placing a cell adjacent to three
input cells, the majority-of-three (MAJ3) function can be
represented as is shown in Figure 1c.

Based upon these elementary building blocks, complete
gate libraries have been envisioned, e. g., QCA ONE [15].

B. Silicon Dangling Bonds

SiDBs can be created by resorbing hydrogen atoms from
a passivated silicon (H-Si(100)-2×1) surface [9] using a
scanning tunneling microscope [8]. An SiDB on a H-Si(100)-
2×1 surface is schematically depicted in Figure 2a. This fab-
rication process yields atomically-sized, chemically identical
quantum dots that can be manufactured with unparalleled
precision, thanks to recent breakthroughs in the domain [10],
[16]–[19].

It has already been experimentally shown that SiDBs
can be utilized to implement the FCN concept [7]. Instead
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Fig. 2: SiDBs on a H-Si(100)-2×1 lattice can implement
logic gates.
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Fig. 3: Common clocking schemes for FCN technologies.

of cells with four quantum dots, as in the QCA domain,
SiDB uses only two dots in arrangements called Binary-dot
Logic (BDL) [7]. An SiDB OR gate with a footprint of less
than 30 nm2 was successfully demonstrated using the BDL
concept [7]. A recreation of this gate structure with varying
inputs is depicted in Figure 2b.

Unlike plus-shaped QCA gates, which input and output
information to and from the gate via the top, left, right,
and bottom corners, respectively, SiDB are Y-shaped, which
results in the inputs being at the top left and right corners
and the outputs at the bottom left and right corners, leading
to hexagonal tiles being chosen as the optimal gate layout.

Analogously to QCA ONE, the Bestagon library [13]
comprises a set of standard gates, partly designed by a rein-
forcement learning agent [20]. These gates can be simulated
efficiently and accurately using QuickSim [21].

C. Technology Constraints
Several constraints imposed by the technology limit the

circuit layouts that can be produced for FCN. Most FCN
technologies are planar and have limited crossing capabilities,
presenting a challenge for wire routing. Furthermore, the
lengths of wire segments must be balanced throughout the
layout to guarantee signal synchronization. A fundamental
requirement for FCN circuits is that they have to be parti-
tioned into uniform regions that are activated and deactivated
periodically by external fields, to ensure signal stability and
regulate the direction of information flow [25], [26].

This activation mechanism, referred to as clocking, is
critical for all FCN implementations, as both combinational
and sequential circuits must be clocked to maintain signal
stability and control information flow direction. In the case
of QCA, square tiles are used for clock partitioning, while
hexagonal tiles are utilized in SiDB [13], [27].

The default clocking system comprises four consecutive
clock signals, numbered from 1 to 4, and supports a pipeline-
like flow of information, transmitting signals from tiles under



the control of clock 1 to those under clock 2, clock 3,
and, finally, clock 4, before returning to clock 1 [25], [26].
However, this presents challenges for signal propagation
and synchronization requiring careful management to ensure
that adjacent tiles are clocked consecutively, and that wire
lengths are balanced throughout the circuit to prevent delay
differences and subsequent desynchronization [28].

The distribution of clock signals to each tile is a topic of
significant discussion in the literature, with a general agree-
ment that the signals can be transmitted through buried elec-
trodes in the circuit’s substrate. Numerous clocking schemes,
featuring a range of regular clock zone arrangements, have
been proposed [22]–[24] as illustrated in Figure 3. To sup-
port these clocking schemes, various standard gate libraries
have been developed providing single-tile implementations of
common logic functions and wire segments [13], [15].

III. DESIGN AUTOMATION
FOR FIELD-COUPLED NANOCOMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES

This section discusses the design challenges and corre-
spondingly proposed approaches in the domain of design
automation methods for FCN technologies. Particularly, as
before, QCA and SiDB are considered, which are the focal
points of this work.

As discussed in the previous section, FCN layouts have
unique characteristics that differentiate them from traditional
CMOS-based computing systems. In particular, the physical
design problems for FCN technologies are especially chal-
lenging due to constraints like planarity and signal balancing,
as outlined in Section II-C. In compliance with expectations,
placement and routing are known to be NP-complete [29],
which makes finding optimal solutions difficult even for small
circuits. Furthermore, the limited tool support exacerbates the
problem. Therefore, the development of efficient and effective
design automation techniques for FCN is crucial, especially
in the context of SiDB and QCA physical design. It is worth
noting that QCA physical design has already been extensively
researched for 30 years, while SiDB physical design is
relatively new, with the first methods being proposed in the
past few years.

In the remainder of this section, we aim to explore the
existing research works on design automation techniques for
QCA and SiDB, respectively.

A. Quantum-dot Cellular Automata

Multiple automatic physical design algorithms have been
proposed in the literature, which can be classified into two
categories: exact and heuristic ones.

Exact physical design algorithms, e. g., [5], [30], obtained
layouts from specifications that are optimal with respect to
some cost metric (usually layout area). However, they suffer
from performance issues due to the NP-completeness of
the task, which makes them only applicable to rather small
layouts. Heuristic algorithms on the other hand, e. g., [4], [6]
are more efficient by imposing restrictions onto the problem,
but may not guarantee optimal solutions.

Recently, a new heuristic algorithm based on an approxi-
mation to orthogonal graph drawing was proposed [4], which
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Fig. 4: (a) When strictly connecting inputs to outputs,
Y-shaped SiDB gates do not fit into the structure of Cartesian
grids as elementary building blocks. (b) Hexagonal grids can
host Y-shaped SiDB gates without modifications.

was able to automatically design layouts with hundreds of
millions of tiles by making some restrictions to the search
space. This algorithm, denoted as ortho in the remainder of
this work, can handle complex QCA circuits and achieves
better results compared to other heuristic algorithms. How-
ever, it is restricted to the 2DDWave [22] clocking scheme
only.

Another approach [31] uses reinforcement learning for gate
placement and is able to generate solutions for functions that
are unsolvable by the exact approach in a reasonable time,
while using less layout area than ortho.

B. Silicon Dangling Bonds
Even though an assortment of automatic physical design

algorithms were developed for QCA, they cannot be applied
directly to the design of SiDB-based layouts. The naive
substitution of QCA with SiDB gates results in a geometric
discrepancy on the Cartesian grid due to the mismatch of
plus-shaped QCA gates and Y-shaped SiDB ones, as depicted
in Figure 4a. The Y-shaped SiDB gates receive input informa-
tion from two neighboring gates located in northern direction
and output it to the south. This arrangement naturally creates
a unidirectional information flow from top to bottom only,
as seen in Figure 4b, which is not ensured by any of the
physical design algorithms discussed in Section III-A.

An initial attempt to adjust QCA-based algorithms to the
physical design of SiDBs was proposed in [13], which adjusts
the exact algorithm from [5] to consider the hexagonal grid
geometry. However, akin to the limitations encountered in
acquiring optimal QCA layouts with respect to the layout
area, this approach also suffers from the exponential size of
the search space and can only be employed for small layouts.

The state-of-the-art scalable physical design automation
approach for QCA [4] creates layouts of any size by es-
tablishing an orthogonal drawing of the underlying logic net-
work. As the name suggests, this approach works exclusively
on Cartesian grid geometries.

To date, there is no scalable approach for SiDB design
raising the question whether again decades of research is
required to develop specialized design algorithms for the
SiDB technology. Due to the rapid pace of development in
the field, the design automation community must devise a
solution to facilitate further progress.
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Fig. 5: Rotating a 2DDWave-clocked layout, naturally creates
a row-wise-clocked one.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH: THE 45° TURN

This section constitutes the core contribution of the paper
at hand. It outlines a proposal for the adaptation of QCA
layouts to the SiDB domain.

The main idea is as follows: Rather than re-engineering
physical design methodologies for SiDBs from scratch, we
introduce a method that can leverage solutions attained in
the realm of QCA, by rotating existing solutions. To comply
with technological constraints imposed by the hexagonal grid
structure, the indispensable row-wise clocking scheme, and
the Y-shaped gates, a procedure to convert Cartesian layouts
to hexagonal ones is presented, which can then accommodate
SiDB-based Bestagon gates.

In the remainder of this section, the idea of rotating the
layout is presented in detail in Section IV-A. Based on that,
the implementation of the proposed method, which maps
Cartesian to hexagonal layouts is presented in Section IV-
B. The generated layouts can then either be realized with
Bestagon gates or used to create larger functions, as shown
in Section IV-C.

A. Layout Rotation

The main differences between Cartesian layouts and
hexagonal ones suitable for SiDBs are as follows:

• Most QCA layouts rely on the 2DDWave clocking
scheme, which allows signal flow to the east and south,
as indicated by the arrangement of clock phases in
Figure 3a, and imposes the least amount of overhead
for combinational functions [30].

• Hexagonal layouts appropriate for SiDBs must be
clocked row-wise to enable signal propagation solely
southward, as suggested by the Y-shape of the Bestagon
gates.

Transforming the Cartesian layout by rotating it by 45° and
enlarging the rectangular grid cells to hexagons overcomes
these differences. Figure 5 illustrates this idea using a 3× 4
Cartesian layout as an example: Figure 5a shows the realiza-
tion of a 2:1 multiplexer generated using the exact approach
from [5], which is suitable for QCA. In Figure 5b, the same
layout is rotated to create the row-wise clocking scheme and
ensure southern signal flow only. To obtain hexagonal grid

Fig. 6: Each coordinate on the Cartesian grid is transformed
to a new coordinate on the hexagonal grid.

cells, the rectangular ones in Figure 5b simply have to be
stretched vertically, as demonstrated in Figure 5c.

This closes the gap between QCA and SiDB design. More
precisely:

• The transformation converts the 2DDWave clocked lay-
out into a row-wise-clocked layout.

• Irrespective of the previous signal flow direction on the
2DDWave clocked layout (east and south), the hexago-
nal layout conveys information southward only, as the
hexagonal shapes allow signal flow to the south from
their two bottom sides.

These observations lead to a remarkable connection be-
tween the physical design of QCA and SiDBs: existing
Cartesian 2DDWave-clocked QCA layouts can be directly
transformed to meet the requirements for placing SiDBs
on the hexagonal row-wise-clocked layout.

B. Implementation
The transformation of the Cartesian layout to the hexagonal

grid is achieved through a linear mapping of each input,
output, gate, and wire to the corresponding location in the
hexagonal layout while preserving their connections. Tiles
located on a diagonal line in the 2DDWave-clocked layout
belong to the same clock signal, which end up in the same
row of the hexagonal layout after the rotation. Based on this
correspondence, the proposed approach maps the Cartesian
to the hexagonal coordinates.

The y coordinate of a tile on the hexagonal grid yhex is
determined by the respective diagonal line on the Cartesian
grid, which is calculated by summing the x and y coordinates
of the corresponding tile on the Cartesian layout, i. e.:

yhex = xCart + yCart (1)

The x coordinate of the hexagonal tile xhex can be calculated
using the value of yhex and the height h of the Cartesian
layout:

xhex = xCart +

⌈⌊
h

2

⌋
− yhex

2

⌉
(2)

As an example, the mapping of a 3 × 3 Cartesian grid
to a hexagonal grid is shown in Figure 6. The matching
coordinate pairs (xCart , yCart) and (xhex , yhex ) are tainted
with identical colors.

The resulting layout is either visualized using the Bestagon
libary or combined with other layouts to create composite
functions, as presented in Section IV-C.
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Fig. 7: Generated hexagonal layouts can either be visualized
using the Bestagon library or combined with other layouts.

C. Bestagon Gate Library & Function Combination

Once the hexagonal layout is obtained, the gates and
wire segments can be replaced by the respective Y-shaped
structures from the gate library. An illustration of a hexago-
nal layout with an SiDB lattice overlay of Bestagon gates
is shown in Figure 7a. The layout was visualized using
SiQAD [32]. Since signals always propagate from top to
bottom, the Y-shaped gates can be used directly without any
modification.

Alternatively, different layouts can be combined to realize
composite functions, as shown in Figure 7b.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The mapping method proposed in this work has been
implemented in C++17 and is included in the fiction1 frame-
work [33] as part of the Munich Nanotech Toolkit (MNT).
Additionally, the mapping algorithm has been made available
via fiction’s CLI as command hex. Having this solution
established, results from any physical design algorithm for
QCA on 2DDWave-clocked layouts can be mapped to SiDB
layouts.

To demonstrate its applicability, we utilized an exact
approach [5] and ortho [4] as representatives for existing
algorithms for the design of QCA layouts, mapped their
generated layouts from the Cartesian to the hexagonal grid
using the proposed methodology, and verified the equiva-
lence of the obtained layouts using the formal verification
technique proposed in [34]. Additionally, we compare the
result quality against layouts generated by an SiDB-specific

1https://github.com/cda-tum/fiction

design approach available thus far (more precisely, the exact
algorithm proposed in [13]). All methods have been evaluated
using a broad variety of three well-established benchmark
sets [6], [35], [36].

The resulting data is summarized in Table I, which lists the
benchmark configurations as well as layout characteristics of
the obtained solutions using both, the state-of-the-art SiDB
approach and the proposed one. These results clearly confirm
the point made in this work: Existing SiDB-based design
automation approaches are just at the beginning. Only layouts
of up to ≈ 80 tiles can be realized within 24 h, leaving the
majority of functions in Table I unsolved. Instead, using the
proposed approach, decades of research culminating, e.g., in
the scalable design method ortho can be utilized. For the first
time, this allows for the realization of SiDB layouts for logic
functions with thousands of gates.

Overall, this shows that, with a 45° rotation only, all
functions in the largest benchmark sets ever considered in
the FCN domain can be realized with SiDBs on hexagonal
layouts, marking a milestone in the development of scalable
design methods for this highly promising technology.

VI. CONCLUSION

Over the last three decades, researchers have developed a
toolkit of algorithms for physically designing logic functions
on rectangular layouts for Quantum-dot Cellular Automata.
However, due to the rapid progress in SiDBs and the
mismatch in size between Y-shaped SiDB gates and QCA
Cartesian grids, hexagons have emerged as the preferred
layout geometry of this technology. Rather than starting
from scratch with new design algorithms for SiDBs, the
equivalence between the rotated 2DDWave-clocked Cartesian
layout and the row-wise-clocked hexagonal layout enables the
reuse of sophisticated design algorithms with minimal remap-
ping overhead. The proposed mapping algorithm allows for
the rapid creation of hexagonal layouts for functions with
thousands of gates in just a few seconds, marking a significant
advancement in the automatic design of SiDB layouts.
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